The brilliant writer, orator, educator, critic, and political activist Hubert Harrison (1883–1927) is one of the truly important, yet neglected figures of early twentieth-century America. The historian Joel A. Rogers, in *World's Great Men of Color*, describes him as "the foremost Afro-American intellect of his time" and "one of America's greatest minds." Rogers adds (after chapters on Booker T. Washington, William Monroe Trotter, W.E.B. Du Bois, and Marcus Garvey), "No one worked more seriously and indefatigably to enlighten his fellow-men" and "none of the Afro-American leaders of his time had a saner and more effective program."

Variants of Rogers’s lavish praise were offered by other contemporaries. The novelist Henry Miller, a socialist in his youth, remembered Harrison on a soapbox as his "quondam idol" and as an unrivaled, electrifying speaker. William Pickens, field secretary of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), a former college dean and oratory prize winner at Yale, described him as "a plain black man who can speak more easily, effectively, and interestingly on a greater variety of subjects than any other man I have ever met in the great universities." Pickens added that Harrison was a "walking cyclopedia of current human facts" and it made "no difference" whether he spoke about *Alice in Wonderland* or the most extensive work of H. G. Wells; about the lightest shadows of Edgar Allen Poe or the heaviest depths of Kant; about music, or art, or science, or political history. Eugene O'Neill, America’s leading playwright and a future Nobel Prize winner for literature, lauded Harrison’s ability as a critic and considered his review of the ground-breaking play *The Emperor Jones* to be "one of the very few intelligent criticisms of the piece that have come to my notice." W. A. Domingo, the first editor of Marcus Garvey’s *Negro World*, emphasized the fact that Garvey, A. Philip Randolph, and the leading black activists of their generation “all followed Hubert Harrison.” The communist and community activist Mary Adams wrote of the outstanding work that Harrison did in teaching black history and black people’s “rich heritage of revolt.” The freethinker and Harlem activist Hodge Kinon praised the fact that Harrison “lived with and amongst his people”; that he “taught the masses”; and that he was “the first Negro whose radicalism
was comprehensive enough to include racialism, politics, theological criticism, sociology and education in a thorough-going and scientific manner."

Despite such high praise from his contemporaries, Harrison's legacy has largely been neglected. There is great loss in this since his life was one of remarkable struggle, contributions, and seminal influence.

Hubert Harrison was an extraordinary internationalist, who more than any other political leader of his era, combined class consciousness and (anti-white supremacist) race consciousness in a coherent political radicalism. He opposed white supremacy, capitalism, and imperialism and maintained that white supremacy was central to capitalist rule in the United States, that racism and racist practices were not in white workers' class interests, and that "Negroes" must not wait on white Americans while struggling to shape their future. This unique message, repeatedly delivered to the masses, enabled him to play signal roles in the development of what were, up to that time, the largest class-radical movement (socialism) and the largest race-radical movement (the "New Negro"/Garvey movement) in U.S. history. Harrison served as the foremost black organizer, agitator, and theoretician in the Socialist Party (SP) of New York; as the founder and leading figure of the militant World War I-era "New Negro" movement; and as the editor of the Negro World and principal radical influence on the Garvey movement during its radical highpoint in 1920. Harrison's views on race and class consciousness profoundly influenced a generation of "New Negro" militants that included the class-radical socialists A. Philip Randolph and Chandler Owen, the future communists Cyril Briggs and Richard B. Moore, and the race-radical Marcus Garvey. His efforts during the period when Harlem became an "international Negro Mecca" and "the center of radical Black thought" earned him the title, "The Father of Harlem Radicalism."

Harrison was not only a radical activist, however. Rogers describes him as an "Intellectual Giant and Free-Lance Educator" whose contributions were wide-ranging, innovative, and influential. Rogers's appraisal is accurate. Harrison was an immensely popular orator and freelance educator; a highly praised journalist, critic, editor, and book reviewer (who initiated the first "regular book-
review section known to Negro newspaper-
dom’); a promoter and aid to black writers and artists (including J. A. Rogers, Claude McKay, Charles Gilpin, and Augusta Savage); a pioneer black activist in the free thought and birth control movements; and a bibliophile and library popularizer (who helped develop the 135th Street Public Library into an international center for research in black culture). In his later years he was the leading black lecturer for the New York City Board of Education and one of its foremost orators. He was also a trailblazing literary critic during the period known as the Harlem Renaissance. (Interestingly, Harrison questioned the “Renaissance” on grounds of its genuineness, its willingness to take “standards of value ready-made from white society,” and its claim to being a significant new rebirth. He maintained that “there had been an uninterrupted,” though ignored, “stream of literary and artistic products” flowing “from Negro writers from 1850” into the 1920s.)

A brief review of Harrison’s life indicates his importance and suggests reasons for the previous neglect.

Hubert Henry Harrison was born at Estate Concordia, Saint Croix, Danish West Indies, on April 27, 1883. Little is known with certainty about his parents. Rogers writes that they were of “unmixed African ancestry” and church records indicate that his mother was a poor, laboring-class woman, who was not formally married at the time of Hubert’s birth, who had several other children, and who died in 1899. Other available information suggests that Hubert spent his early years pursuing his educational interests and that as a teenager he worked as an underteacher in an island school. These opportunities were possible in part because in Saint Croix (unlike in the United States) there was no formal segregation, no lynchings, and no system of severe racial proscriptions against class advancement for those of African descent.

Shortly after his mother died Hubert emigrated to the United States, arriving in 1900 as a seventeen-year-old orphan.

Harrison’s move from the rural, agricultural island of Saint Croix to the teeming urban/industrial metropolis of New York was truly a move from the nineteenth into the twentieth century. His arrival coincided with U.S. capitalism’s ascent to new imperialist heights, with the period of intense racial oppression of African Americans known as the “nadir,” and with the era of critical writing and muckraking journalism that, according to the social commentator Daniel Bell, produced “the most concentrated flowering of criticism in the history of American ideas.” These factors would play an important part in shaping the remainder of his life.

Over the next twenty-seven years, until his unexpected death at age forty-four, Harrison made his mark in the United States by struggling against class exploitation and racial oppression; by participating in and helping to create a remarkably rich and vibrant intellectual life; and by working for the enlightened development of the lives of “the common people.” His political/educational work emphasized the need for working-class people to develop class consciousness; for “Negroes” to develop race consciousness, self-reliance, and self-respect; and for all those he reached to develop modern, scientific, critical, and independent thought as a means toward liberation.

Harrison’s life in the United States was never easy. Soon after his arrival in New York he began working menial jobs and attending high school at night. He finished school; read constantly; and after several years obtained postal employment, married Irene Louise Horton (whose family came from Antigua and Demerara), and started to raise a family that eventually included five children. His insatiable thirst for knowledge and his critical mind led him to break from
“orthodox and institutional Christianity” and to develop an “agnostic” “philosophy-of-life,” which stressed rationalism, modern science, and evolution and placed humanity at the center of its worldview.

During his first decade in New York, Harrison set out to write a “History of the Negro in America,” and he began to participate in the vibrant intellectual life that was created by working-class black New Yorkers. He was active in church lyceums, the YMCA and YWCA, the White Rose Home social work center, a postal worker study circle, and a press club. He befriended working-class scholar/activists such as the bibliophiles Arthur Schomburg and George Young, the journalist John E. Bruce, the actor Charles Burroughs, and the social worker/educator/activist Frances Reynolds Keyser. Harrison’s approach, especially his efforts at getting “in full-touch with the life of my people” as an aid “to understanding them better,” makes clear that he was what Antonio Gramsci would later describe as an “organic intellectual.”

Harrison was a critical and independent thinker and his wide-ranging interests included history, politics, science, free thought, literature, social and literary criticism, and the protest philosophy of activists such as W.E.B. Du Bois. Like Du Bois, Harrison criticized the approach of Booker T. Washington, whom he described as “subservient” and with whom he differed on approaches to politics, education, labor unions, protest, and dissent. Harrison’s readings in history, along with events like the 1906 Brownsville, Texas, affair, led him to reject the Republican Party to which African Americans had been wedded since the Civil War era. In addition, as his readings extended further into sociology, economics, evolution, and single taxism, he became familiar with the authors Karl Marx, Herbert Spencer, Lester F. Ward, Charles Darwin, Thomas Huxley, Henry George, T. Thomas Fortune, Francisco Ferrer, and Du Bois and he moved in the direction of socialism. The rejection of the Republican Party and the sympathy for the socialist message accelerated his move toward third-party politics and toward the Socialist Party.

In this vibrant intellectual environment and with a developing self-confidence, Harrison began lecturing, teaching, and writing letters to newspapers. His boldness soon affected him economically. After he wrote two letters in the New York Sun that criticized Washington for inaccurately portraying abroad the oppressive conditions faced by African Americans, Harrison lost his postal employment through the efforts of Washington’s powerful “Tuskegee Machine.” It was a devastating blow and the resultant loss of income and security seriously impacted his remaining years with his family and at times influenced his political and educational efforts.

Shortly after his postal firing, Harrison turned to full-time work with the Socialist Party. From 1911 to 1914, he was America’s leading black socialist—a prominent Socialist Party speaker and campaigner (especially in the 1912 presidential campaign of Eugene V. Debs), an articulate and popular critic of capitalism, the leading black socialist organizer in New York, and the initiator of the Colored Socialist Club—an unprecedented effort by U.S. socialists at organizing African Americans. In his writings he made major theoretical contributions on the subject of “The Negro and Socialism” by advocating in the New York Call and the International Socialist Review that socialists champion the cause of African Americans as a revolutionary doctrine, that they develop a special appeal to and for African Americans, and that they affirm the duty of all socialists to oppose race prejudice. (Some of his writings from this period appeared in his first book, The Negro and the Nation [1917].) His proposal that “the crucial test of Socialism’s sincerity” was
its “duty” to “champion” the cause of the African American anticipated by over a year Du Bois’s dictum that the “Negro Problem . . . [is] the great test of the American Socialists.”

Such efforts were to little avail and Socialist Party theory and practice (including segregated locals in the South, the failure to route the 1912 presidential candidate Eugene V. Debs in the South, and racist positions on Asian immigration at the 1912 national convention) soon led Harrison to conclude that Socialist Party leaders, like organized labor, put the white “Race first and class after.”

As Harrison started to move away from the Socialist Party, he turned his efforts toward the more egalitarian, militant, action-oriented, Industrial Workers of the World (IWW). He was a featured speaker (along with the IWW leaders “Big Bill” Haywood, Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, Carlo Tresca, and Patrick Quinlan), and the only black speaker at the historic 1913 Paterson silk strike. He also publicly defended Haywood against attack by the right wing of the Socialist Party on the issue of “sabotage.” SP leaders soon moved to restrict his speaking, however, and as their attacks on both his political views and his principal means of livelihood intensified, his disenchantment grew, he was suspended, and he then left the party.

After leaving the Socialist Party, Harrison took what he revealingly described in his “Diary” as the first truly self-initiated step of his life—the founding of the Radical Forum.

The forum was an effort at drawing together radicals from various different movements who were “sick of the insincerities of cults and creeds” and desired to receive “the awakening breath of the larger liberalism, from which all alike may draw inspiration.” In this same period he began teaching at the Modern School (along with some of America’s foremost artists and intellectuals) and he lectured indoors and out on birth control, the racial aspects of World War I, religion, science, evolution, sex, literature, and education.

Harrison’s outdoor lectures pioneered the tradition of militant street-corner oratory in Harlem. As a soapbox orator he was brilliant and unrivaled. He had a charismatic presence, wide-ranging intellect, remarkable memory, impeccable diction, and wonderful mastery of language. Factual and interactive, he utilized humor, irony, and a biting sarcasm. With his popular indoor and outdoor style he paved the way for those who followed—including A. Philip Randolph and Marcus Garvey—and, much later, Malcolm X.

By 1915–1916, his experiences with the racial oppression, glaring racial inequality, and white supremacy of U.S. society as well as with the “white race first” attitude of the organized labor movement and the Socialist Party led Harrison, the former leading black socialist, to respond with a “race first” political perspective. Important steps in this direction were made through the frontier of art as Harrison wrote several theater reviews in
which he described how the “Negro Theatre” revealed the “social mind . . . of the Negro.” With his new “race first” approach he served over the next few years as the founder and intellectual guiding light of the “New Negro Manhood Movement,” better known as the “New Negro” Movement—the race-conscious, internationalist, mass-based, autonomous, militantly assertive movement for “political equality, social justice, civic opportunity, and economic power” that laid the basis for the Garvey movement (and with its encouragement of mass involvement with literature and the arts contributed to the vibrant literary climate leading to the 1925 publication of Alain Locke’s well-known The New Negro).

Harrison’s “race first” approach and its core race-conscious message, which would become more pronounced during the sacrifices and social upheaval of World War I, would remain as his political staple for the remaining thirteen years of his life. The call to race consciousness would become the center of his strategic perspective, and it was basically a call for African Americans to recognize the racial oppression they faced and to use that awareness to unite, organize, and respond as a group.

Harrison, as he later explained, had grown dissatisfied with strategies such as those advocated by the NAACP that sought “to secure certain results by affecting the minds of white people” when, in fact, African Americans had “no control” over those minds and had “absolutely no answer to the question, ‘What steps do you propose to take if those minds at which you are aiming remain unaffected?’ As an alternate strategy he began to advocate “the mobilizing of the Negro’s political power, pocket book power and intellectual power,” which were “within the Negro’s control,” in order “to do for the Negro the things which the Negro needs to have done.” This would be accomplished “without depending upon or waiting for the co-operative action of white people.” Though interracial cooperation, whenever it came, would be “a boon” that “no Negro, intelligent or unintelligent” would “despise,” he emphasized that blacks could not “afford to predicate the progress of the Negro upon such co-operative action,” because such action “may not come.”

At first, in the early stages from perhaps 1915 through around 1920, Harrison advocated the propagandistic doctrine of “Race First!” (the phrase subsequently was treated as the essence of the Garvey movement in Tony Martin’s Race First). He considered it “propaganda” and described it as “a response to the American doctrine of Race First” and to the American socialists and labor movement, who repeatedly put the white race before class. Harrison emphasized to the socialists, “We say Race First, because you have all along insisted on [‘white’] Race First and class after when you didn’t need our help.”

During the summer of 1917, as the “Great War” raged abroad, along with race riots, lynchings, segregation, discrimination, and white-supremacist ideology at home, the race-conscious Harrison founded the Liberty League and the Voice. They were, respectively, the first organization and the first newspaper of the “New Negro” movement. The Liberty League was called into being, he explained, by “the need for a more radical policy” than that of existing civil rights organizations such as the NAACP. Harrison felt that the NAACP limited itself to paper protest, was dominated by white people’s conceptions of how black people should act, concentrated too much on “The Talented Tenth,” and repeatedly stumbled over the problem of “white” minds that remained “unaffected” and refused “to grant guarantees of life and liberty.”

In contrast to the NAACP, the Liberty League encouraged direct action, was not dependent on “whites,” and aimed beyond “The
Talented Tenth” at the “common people” of “the Negro race.” Its program emphasized internationalism, political independence, and class and race consciousness. In response to white supremacy, the Voice called for a “race first” approach, full equality, federal antilynching legislation (which the NAACP did not support at that time), enforcement of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, labor organizing, support of socialist and anti-imperialist causes, and armed self-defense in the face of racist attacks. It stressed that new black leadership would emerge from the masses.11

Contemporaries readily acknowledged that Harrison’s work laid the groundwork for the Garvey movement. From the Liberty League and the Voice came the core progressive ideas and leaders later utilized by Marcus Garvey in both the Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA) and the Negro World. Harrison himself claimed, with considerable basis, that from the Liberty League “Garvey appropriated every feature that was worthwhile in his movement” and that the secret of Garvey’s success was that he “[held] up to the Negro masses those things which bloom in their hearts—racialism, race-consciousness, racial solidarity—things taught first in 1917 by the Voice and The Liberty League.”12

After the Voice ceased publication in early 1918, Harrison briefly served as an organizer for the American Federation of Labor (AFL) and then chaired the Negro-American Liberty Congress. The June 1918 Liberty Congress (co-headed by the long-time activist William Monroe Trotter) issued wartime demands against discrimination and segregation and petitioned the U.S. Congress for federal antilynching legislation.13 This autonomous and militant effort was undermined by the U.S. Army’s antiradical Military Intelligence Bureau (MIB) in a campaign that was spearheaded by the NAACP founder and leader Joel E. Spingarn and involved Du Bois.14

Following the Liberty Congress, Harrison initiated “New Negro” criticism of Du Bois for urging African Americans to forget justifiable grievances, for “closing ranks” behind President Woodrow Wilson’s war effort, and for following Spingarn’s lead and seeking a captaincy in Military Intelligence (that branch of government that monitored radicals and the African-American community). Harrison’s exposé, “The Descent of Dr. Du Bois,” was a principal reason that Du Bois was denied the captaincy he sought in Military Intelligence, and more than any other document, it marked the significant break between the “New Negroes” and the older leadership.15 Sensing the need to articulate this new direction, Harrison restarted the Voice and worked on a daring, though unsuccessful, plan to bring it into the deep South.16

After the resurrected Voice failed, Harrison edited the monthly New Negro magazine from August through October 1919. The New Negro was “intended as an organ of the international consciousness of the darker races—especially of the Negro race” and it aimed to be for African Americans what The Nation was for “white” Americans. Harrison’s attention to international matters would intensify over the next several years, especially when he became editor of the Negro World, and he would write many powerful pieces critical of imperialism (“the most dangerous phase of developed capitalism”) and supportive of internationalism. He was abreast of current events and wrote knowledgeably on Africa, India, Asia, the Islamic world, the Caribbean, the Americas, Europe, Russia, and the Russian Revolution. Harrison repeatedly began his analysis of situations from an international perspective and emphasized that it was important for black people to overcome ignorance of international events and for African Americans “to get in international touch” with “the downtrodden section of the human population of the globe and establish busi-
ness, industrial and commercial relations with them.”

On the domestic front, Harrison’s criticism of left, labor, and black leadership grew. He increasingly sought to mobilize “the Negro’s political power, pocket book power and intellectual power.” What was particularly new in his strategy was his conception of, and approach to, race unity. As he later explained, many who sought race unity were unclear on what they actually meant—was it to be “unity of thought and ideas,” “unity of organization,” “unity of purpose,” or “unity of action?” For Harrison unity of thought was neither desirable nor possible, except in the graveyard, and unity of organization was exceedingly difficult and not likely. Unity of purpose was a real possibility, however. The fault with previous efforts, he wrote, was that the uniters (and here he referred principally to Washington and Du Bois) had “generally gone at the problem from the wrong end.” As he explained, “They have begun at the top when they should have begun at the bottom.” “To attempt to unite the ‘intellectuals’ at the top” was “not the same thing as uniting the Negro masses,” who were the key to “racial solidarity.”

With that perspective, Harrison, in January 1920, became the principal editor of the Negro World, the organ of Marcus Garvey’s Universal Negro Improvement Association. He reshaped and developed that paper—changed its style, format, content, and editorial page—and was primarily responsible for developing it into the preeminent radical, race-conscious, political and literary publication of the era. Many of his most important editorials and reviews from early 1920 (as well as ones from the Liberty League period) were reprinted in his book When Africa Awakes (1920). Over the first eight months of 1920, Harrison was the Negro World’s chief radical propagandist, and in August, at the UNIA’s 1920 convention, he was the one who gave “radical tone” to the UNIA’s “Declaration of the Negro Peoples of the World.”

By the 1920 convention, however, movement was under way to have Harrison “dismissed from the editorship of the paper.” Harrison, in turn, was highly critical of Garvey. His criticisms concerned the extravagance of Garvey’s claims, his ego, the conduct of his stock-selling schemes, and his politics and practices. Though Harrison continued to write columns and book reviews for the Negro World into 1922, their political differences grew and Harrison worked against, and sought to develop political alternatives to, Garvey. In particular, Harrison urged political action in terms of electoral politics; he attempted to build the all-black Liberty Party (to run African-American candidates for political offices, including the presidency); he consistently maintained the position that African Americans’ principal struggle was in the United States (and that they should therefore not seek to develop a state in Africa); he opposed imperialism and did not seek an African empire; he argued that Africans, not African Americans, would lead struggles in Africa; he vociferously opposed the Ku Klux Klan; and he favored reason, science, and fact-based knowledge over more exaggerated claims to the masses.

In the 1920s, after breaking with Garvey, Harrison continued his full schedule of activities. He lectured on a wide range of topics for the New York City Board of Education and for its elite “Trends of the Times” series, which included prominent professors from the city’s foremost universities. His book and theater reviews and other writings appeared in many of the leading periodicals of the day—including the New York Times, New York Tribune, New York World, Nation, New Republic, Modern Quarterly, Pittsburgh Courier, Chicago Defender, Amsterdam News, Boston Chronicle, and Opportunity magazine. He also spoke against the revived
Ku Klux Klan and the horrific attack on the Tulsa, Oklahoma, black community, and he worked with numerous groups, including the Virgin Islands Congressional Council, the Democratic Party, the Farmer-Labor Party, the single tax movement, the American Friends Service Committee, the Urban League, the American Negro Labor Congress, and the Workers (Communist) Party.

One of his most important activities in this period was the founding of the International Colored Unity League (ICUL) and its organ, The Voice of the Negro. The ICUL was Harrison’s most broadly unitary effort (particularly in terms of work with other black organizations and with the black church). It urged blacks to develop “race consciousness” as a defensive measure and its 1924 platform had political, economic, and social planks urging protests, self-reliance, self-sufficiency, and collective action. It also included as its “central idea” the founding of “a Negro state, not in Africa, as Marcus Garvey would have done, but in the United States,” as an outlet for “racial egoism.” It was a plan for “the harnessing” of “Negro energies” and for “economic, political and spiritual self-help and advancement” (which preceded a somewhat similar plan by the Communist International by four years).41

Overall, in his writing and oratory, Harrison’s appeal was both mass and individual. He focused on the man and woman in the street and emphasized the importance of each individual’s development of an independent, critical attitude. The period during and after World War I was one of intense racial oppression and great black migration from the South and the Caribbean into urban centers, particularly in the North. Harrison’s race-conscious mass appeal utilized newspapers, popular lectures, and street-corner talks and marked a major shift from the leadership approaches of Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. Du Bois, the paramount black leaders of his youth. He rejected Washington’s reliance on white patrons and a black political machine and Du Bois’s reliance on a “Talented Tenth of the Negro Race.” Harrison’s affective appeal (later identified with that of Garvey) was aimed directly at the urban masses and, as the Harlem activist Richard B. Moore explained, “More than any other man of his time, he [Harrison] inspired and educated the masses of Afro-Americans then flocking into Harlem.”42

Though he was extremely popular among the masses who “flocked to hear him,” Harrison was often overlooked by “the more established conservative Negro leaders, especially those who derived support from wealthy whites.” Others, “inferior . . . in ability and altruism, received acclaim, wealth, and distinction” that was his due. When he died from appendectomy complications on December 17, 1927, the Harlem community, in a major show of affection, turned out by the thousands for his funeral. A church was (ironically) named in his honor and his portrait was to be placed prominently on the main floor of

Harrison emphasized that it was important for black people to overcome ignorance of international events and for African Americans to get in international touch with the downtrodden section of the human population of the globe and establish business, industrial and commercial relations with them.
the 135th Street Public Library, where he, along with the bibliophile Arthur Schomburg and others, had helped to found and develop the world-famous Department of Negro Literature and History (which grew into the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture). 63

Despite these manifestations of love and respect from his contemporaries, Harrison has been greatly neglected in death. He lies buried in an unmarked, shared plot in Woodlawn Cemetery in the Bronx; the church named in his honor was abandoned; his portrait donated to the library cannot be found; and his life story and contributions have largely been ignored. Probably not one in a thousand Americans has ever heard of him. 64

Some reasons for this neglect are readily apparent. Harrison was poor, black, foreign born, and from the Caribbean. Each of these groups has suffered from discrimination and neglect in the United States. He opposed capitalism, racism, and the Christian church—dominant forces of the most powerful society in the world. He supported socialism, “race consciousness,” racial equality, women’s equality, free thought, and birth control. The forces arrayed against the expression of such ideas were, and continue to be, formidable. Others, most notably (the similarly poorly, black, Caribbean-born) Garvey, who challenged the forces of white supremacy only began to emerge from similar historical neglect with the increase in black studies and popular history that were by-products of the civil rights/black power struggles of the 1960s. 65 Even then, however, Harrison was largely overlooked. In part this was undoubtedly due to his “radicalism” on issues other than race—particularly on matters of class and religion.

There is one other important factor that has served to keep Harrison’s achievements and ideas from the prominence they deserve. He was an inveterate critic whose style was candid and, at times, bitingy sarcastic. He would not, as he said, “bow the knee to Baal, because Baal is in power.” He criticized the ruling classes, white supremacists, organized religion, organized labor, politicians, civil rights and race leaders, socialists, and communists. Though his comments were usually perceptive, well researched, and without malice, they often challenged the established order and existing leaders and engendered reaction. As Rogers explains,

Most of the enmity against Harrison was incurred by his devastating candor. . . . He spoke out freely what he thought, and more often than not it was with such annihilating sarcasm and wit, that those whom he attacked never forgave him. Before he began his attacks, he usually collected “the evidence” as he called it, consisting of verbatim utterances, verbal or printed, of the prospective victim. . . . There was, however, no personal malice in Harrison’s shafts. Like a true sportsman, he was willing to shake hands with an opponent as soon as he had descended from the platform, and was surprised and hurt that others were not. 66

In particular, Harrison’s willingness to directly challenge prominent leaders in left and African-American circles stung many of the people most likely to keep his memory alive. In his writings he had pointed out that “those who live by the people must needs be careful of the people’s gods.” 67 It was advice he did not always heed himself. He was often more candidly critical than calculatingly cautious and “leaders” who might have publicly preserved his memory made little effort to do so; some actually led in the great neglect that followed.

In February 1928, less than two months after his massive funeral, Hodge Kimon, an influential grassroots Harlem activist, omi-
nously observed in a letter to the editor of the black weekly *New York News*.

It has now become a subject of popular discussion among thoughtful people as to the reason for the absence of any mention of the late Hubert Harrison in the columns of the three leading Negro monthly periodicals in this country. *The Messenger*—“a journal of scientific radicalism” [edited by the socialist A. Philip Randolph] has not a word to say concerning the death of the first and ablest Negro exponent of scientific radicalism. *The Crisis*—“A Record of the Darker Races” [edited by the NAACP’s W.E.B. Du Bois] laments the passing of [boxer] “Tiger” Flowers, but omits to record the services of a man who was a lecturer for the Board of Education, and of whom William Pickens says “can speak more easily, effectively and interestingly on a greater variety of subjects than any other man I have met, even in the great Universities.” *Opportunity*—“a Journal of Negro Life” [edited by the Urban League’s Charles S. Johnson] is equally silent over the demise of an acknowledged first rate thinker—one who gave liberally to the intellectual life of the Negro, and whose writings have appeared in that journal.

This concerted silence is ominous. It does appear that there is something wrong somewhere."

There was indeed something wrong. An important figure, compared to Socrates by his peers,49 was being ignored. The tragedy in this lies in the fact that Harrison’s life story has much to offer. His life was lived in poverty, yet he struggled relentlessly for knowledge, understanding, and the uplift of common people. He was, according to Rogers, one of those “individuals of genuine worth and immense potentialities who dedicate their lives to the advancement of their fellow-men.” According to the *Pittsburgh Courier*, “despite the handicap of poverty, . . . [he] became one of the most learned men of his day and was able to teach the wide masses of his race how to appreciate and enjoy all the finer things of life, to glance back over the whole history of mankind, and to look forward ‘as far as thought can reach.’”

Hubert Harrison was a brilliant writer, editor, orator, critic, and radical activist. Among African-American leaders of his era, he was the most class conscious of the race radicals, and the most race conscious of the class radicals—a seeming incongruity made possible by the political-economic system of the United States, in which a system of racial oppression was central to capitalist rule. His radicalism was grounded in his study, his analysis of society, and his practical work. He was not rhetorical, utopian, or dogmatic. He stressed modern and historical knowledge, critical and scientific approaches to problems, political independence while working with different groups and parties, and concern with the great democratic issues of the day. He worked tirelessly and indefatigably for those he referred to as the “common people.” The radicalism in all this stems from the fact that it came from an African American who would not deny that race and class divided America. Then, as now, the demands for economic justice premised on true racial equality struck at the very heart of the existing social order and were inherently radical.50

**Postscript**

When Harrison first developed his call for “race first,” it was, in part, a reflexive response to both the “white race first” of the socialists and to the inadequacy of the socialists’ “class first” in the face of class and racial oppression. “Race first” urged placement of the racial struggle to the fore, before the class struggle. It tended to de-emphasize struggle against class oppression, and in its propagandistic fervor it
at times suggested an almost fatalistic biological permanency to racism among European Americans. There was little indication of anything temporal in the use of the slogan, which responded to white supremacy as if it was ubiquitous and permanent.

The historian Ernest Allen points out particular difficulty with Harrison’s decision to respond to the socialists’ “rigidly determinist” “class first” with the “equally dogmatic ‘race first’” slogan. He concludes, “Whereas ‘class first’ ignored the special oppression which blacks qua blacks suffered above and beyond that borne by white laborers, ‘race first’ obliterated the class aspects of the African American struggle.” Though Harrison did not himself obliterate class struggle with his propagandist use of the slogan, Allen’s comment is insightful.22

Over time, Harrison seemed to replace his call for “race first” with a call to develop race consciousness.23 Though the phrases were at times interchangeable and Harrison at times seemed to move between biological and societal understandings of race, the call to race consciousness suggested a broader and deeper appeal, more compatible with class consciousness, not “rigidly determinist,” more sociohistorical (as opposed to biological), and more temporal.24 It is this message that his children remembered Harrison delivering. There was, however, overlap in his use of the slogans and nowhere did he clearly compare and differentiate the concepts.25

In his writings Harrison explained that race consciousness was needed as a self-defense measure under existing societal conditions and that it was a necessary counter to white supremacy. It was also a strategic component in the struggle for a racially just and socialist society. Thus, where “the feeling of racial superiority” among the white population was pronounced, there was necessarily produced “in the mind of the masses of the black, brown and yellow peoples” what is termed in psychology “a protective reaction.” This protective reaction was “race consciousness,” and like loyalty, it was “neither an evil nor a good.” The “good or evil of it” depended “upon the uses to which it is put.” As long as the outer situation remained the same, reasoned Harrison, “We must evoke race-consciousness to furnish a background for our aspirations, readers for our writers, a clientele for our artists and professional people, and ideals for our future.” So long as a black child could “not aspire to be Governor of Massachusetts or President of the United States, like the son of an immigrant, German or Russian, so long will we need race-consciousness.”26

Race consciousness took various forms. Harrison cited opposition to “Jim Crow,” objection to “educational starvation,” “racial independence in business,” opposition to mimicking “whites,” rejection of “our conservative leaders,” and “reaching out into new fields of endeavor” as manifestations. The slogan did not mean that blacks “hate white people,” he noted, but it did mean “that in sheer self-defense, we too must put race very high on our list of necessities.” If such effort had not been made all along, there would have been no “‘Negro progress’ to boast about” as proof of equal human potential. Black churches, newspapers, life insurance companies, banks, fraternities, colleges, and political appointees all indicated black race consciousness.27

Organizing efforts among working people offer a clear example of what Harrison’s race-conscious message entailed. Essentially, it was a proactive policy that did not wait for “white” laborers to act in their class interest by struggling against white supremacy. Harrison pointed out that “the black worker was opposed by the general run of white working men, who kept him out of their unions for the most part and yet called him ‘scab’ for getting their jobs at the only time when those jobs
were available to him.” Though he called on black workers to support “the program of the advanced labor movement in this country,” he also advocated that African-American workers should—when confronted by racist, exclusionary unions—“Form your own unions.” These unions could then “co-operate in every possible way with the white unions,” when “allowed that right.” He considered this policy not “the best,” but “the most helpful.”

The strategic importance of this race-conscious message in terms of labor was strikingly revealed in a 1920 review of the labor leader William Z. Foster’s The Great Steel Strike. After explaining that it was “conceded on all sides that the white organized labor movement has been and still is pronouncedly anti-Negro” Harrison challenged Foster’s urging that “the best Negro leaders must join heartily in destroying the pernicious anti-union attitude . . . [that is] so deeply rooted among their people.” Harrison countered that “self-respecting Negro leaders [would] abstain from urging the laboring masses of their race to join forces with the stupid and shortsighted labor oligarchy which refuses to join forces with them” and he emphasized that it was a principal duty of whites to oppose racism. He explained that until that was done there would be little prospect for real joint effort—“It is up to the white unions and the American Federation of Labor and the great railroad brotherhoods themselves and not up to the Negro leaders to change this deep seated aversion which American Negroes have for white American labor.”

In 1921, in the pages of the Negro World, Harrison offered more on the importance to his strategic perspective of both race consciousness by African Americans and “white worker” opposition to racism. After clarifying that the principal enemy of the darker peoples of the world was “capitalist imperialism” and its “economic motive,” he explained that “structures of racial self-protection” were “defensive structures” that arose in response to white “racial solidarity.” He emphasized that it was particularly the task of “white” revolutionists to “show their sincerity by first breaking down the exclusion walls of white workingmen before they ask us to demolish our own defensive structures of racial self-protection.” The reason was that black race consciousness “arose as a consequence of the former [“white” “racial solidarity”], and the cause should be removed before the consequence can fairly be expected to disappear.” He emphasized that those “who will meet us on our common ground will find that we recognize a common enemy [“capitalist imperialism”] in the present world order and are willing to advance to attack it in our joint behalf.”

Thus, for Harrison, the key to the class question and to class unity was the breaking down of white racial solidarity and the system of racial oppression. Harrison, the former leading black socialist and a consistent class radical, concluded that in the United States progressives would have to go through race to get to class. Most particularly, as long as white supremacy and racial oppression remained, proponents of working-class struggle would have to fight against them to succeed.

The particular significance of Harrison’s call for race consciousness should not be overlooked. The historian Nathan Huggins, in his perceptive study Harlem Renaissance, has argued that race consciousness “most likely leads to provincialism,” that it can be tied to an identity crisis and to race guilt, and that it is often reflected in a hatred of whites. Yet, in Harrison’s case we see something quite different. Rather than a provincial, he was an extremely well-educated (though self-educated) and critically independent intellectual. He had traveled some, he was abreact of domestic and international events, and he was well versed in modern and scientific thought. He was not undergoing an identity
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crisis or expressing race guilt; rather, he quite rationally, and in a well-thought-out fashion, was attempting to point a way forward. His analysis was based on his study of society. 61

Rather than moving from a “hate white[s]” analysis, Harrison, an internationalist and a true educator, was approaching the black masses with a call for self- and group awareness and unity with “the darker peoples of the world” and he was urging white workers to fight against white supremacy. Quite simply, he had concluded, after considerable practical experience and intellectual analysis, that as long as the United States remained a white supremacist society a needed and necessary corrective, in the interest of all, was for African Americans to develop race consciousness. In the United States (where a system of racial oppression was central to capitalist rule), to heighten the class struggle people would have to wage struggle against racial oppression and the supremacy of “the white race.” In that way, the foremost class-conscious African-American radical led in the advocacy of race consciousness. 62
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